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Abstract-The recursive lumped mass model and the pre-elimination rod model are 
compared using a catenary and mooring line in a proposed standardized form as test 
problems. With explicit segment orientations, the recursive lumped mass model per- 
forms computationally marginally faster than the pre-elimination model, but approxi- 
mate orientation relations result in severely biased solutions. Solving orientations from 
implicit expressions, on the other hand, produces unbiased results but slower perform- 
ance. It is concluded, therefore, that the pre-elimination rod model provides both the 
most representative cable modelling and the most efficient computer solution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Considerable research effort has focused on the numerical modelling of both static and 
dynamic cable problems. Recent studies on dynamic problems include those of Suhara 
et al. [l] and Sanders [2]. Static cable problems have traditionally found application in 
the design of buoy [3] and mooring systems [4], where an important concern is for the 
maximum cable tension. In these cases, the cable configuration is also called for in the 
placing of instrument packages or subsurface buoys at specific depths [S]. Another phys- 
ical phenomenon that gave rise to a cable model was the vertical axis wind turbine blade 
for which Snyman and Vermeulen [6, 71 determined a blade shape free from bending 
moments for a particular angular velocity. Static cable shapes, especially the catenary. 
are also often used as starting configurations for dynamic analyses [I]. 
In the survey paper by Choo and Casarella [S] several discretization approaches and 
modelling strategies for cable problems were discussed. In principle, the static cable 
configuration can be obtained from the solution of the ordinary differential equations [3. 
51 modelling the continuous problem. Discrete solution strategies include those that solve 
a discretization of the continuous mathematical model, such as the finite element method 
used by Webster [9], and those that discretize the physical problem to obtain a system 
of nonlinear algebraic model equations from the equilibrium of forces on the segments. 
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This discretization approach has been used extensively for mooring lines since the 
discrete phenomena of varying cable properties and the intermediate point loads arising 
from instrument packages attached to the cable can be easily accommodated. The chain 
of segments of the discretized cable could. for example. represent string connected lumped 
masses or hinged rods. Of these the lumped mass model has been used almost exclusively. 
Although the hydrodynamic forces acting on submerged cables are determined as though 
they act on straight cable segments. the forces are lumped at the nodes. Wang [IO] con- 
centrated at a node the average of the distributed forces on the adjacent segments. Paul 
and Soler’s [I I] procedure of averaging orientations to determine nodal forces was used 
by Sanders [2] as w.ell. A particularly attractive feature of the rod model is that forces 
on the segments are used directly in force balance equations on the rods. 
A general three-dimensional rod model was derived by Dreyer and Murray [ 121. It was 
shown that the pre-elimination of some of the variables gave rise to the pre-elimination 
model equations only in the orientation variables. An analogous analysis yielded similar 
equations for the lumped mass model. These derivations produced conditions for the 
equivalence of the lumped mass and the rod models. Dreyer and Murray [ 131 applied the 
three-dimensional models to two-dimensional problems and in [I41 they described an 
efficient numerical solution procedure for the nonlinear algebraic pre-elimination equa- 
tions. Since this facilitated the solution of the rod model equations with computational 
effort proportional to the number of segments, the rod model has become computationally 
viable. 
The lumped mass model is ordinarily solved by iterating on the initial values and then 
recursively shooting towards the other endpoint until the appropriate boundary conditions 
are satisfied. Such a recursive approach is impractical for the rod model, however, because 
of its larger number of unknowns. Since the derivation of explicit recurrence relations 
for the rod model presents considerable difficulties, owing to a number of interrelated 
equations. the advantages of the rod model can only be achieved by the pre-elimination 
equations. The only viable discrete modelling and solution approaches, therefore, are the 
lumped mass in its recursive or pre-elimination forms and the pre-elimination rod model. 
Within these, there could be further differences in the specifics of the models. A case in 
point is different versions of a recursive lumped mass model for which Wang [IO] un- 
dertook extensive comparisons of the accuracy obtainable with different modelling as- 
sumptions. His benchmark solution obtained from the solution of the continuous for- 
mulation of the problem was compared to different discrete solutions. Specifically, he 
solved a wide range of two-dimensional mooring and towing problems starting from one 
endpoint and recurring towards the other where the position coordinates and the tension 
were compared to the benchmark solutions. The maximum errors for each model with 
different numbers of segments were documented. 
Since Wang’s exhaustive comparisons, there has been two new developments in cable 
modelling: 
1. The pre-elimination approach makes the rod model. which is very appropriate for the 
modelling of distributed forces, an attractive modelling procedure. Since the relation- 
ship between the rod and lumped mass models was made explicit in [II], it is now 
possible to focus a comparison on those situations where they differ. 
2. The unusual application of Snyman and Vermeulen [6, 71 expanded the applicability 
of cable models. 
These important changes necessitated a fresh comparison of cable models and their SO- 
lution procedures such as is undertaken in this paper. 
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Our approach differs fundamentally from Wang’s in that: 
1. Wang constructed initial value problems and used error measures at the free endpoint. 
We maintain that cable problems are inherently two point boundary v-alue problems 
and that. as such. the iterative procedure required to satisfy the split boundary con- 
ditions has to feature in the comparisons. 
7. While Wang used the solution of the continuous problem as a benchmark solution. we 
prefer to avoid the continuous model and rather to estimate the limiting solutions as 
the discretization becomes very fine. This is also typical of a practical situation vvhere 
a cable is discretized rather finely before coarser discretizations are used for the re- 
petitive computer runs of parameter sensitivity studies or investigation of design al- 
ternatives. 
3. Instead of Wang’s use of a wide range of problems. we construct carefully chosen 
representative test problems. We contend that a major consideration of a discrete cable 
representation is the extent to which the discrete cable can follow the direction changes 
of the continuous cable. For this the appropriate nondimensional quantity is the ratio 
between a segment length and the instantaneous radius of curvature of the continuous 
cable. 
For our test problems we propose a standard cable configuration of a cable fixed at 
two endpoints such that the cable is symmetrical with respect to the external force. The 
cable length is chosen so that if the line connecting the endpoints represented the diameter 
of a circle, the cable itself would have the length of the semicircle. To normalize lengths 
the conceptual circle is taken to be of unit radius so that the semicircular shaped cable 
has length T. Although the external force will produce a cable shape different from the 
semicircle with constant radius of curvature, the standard configuration, which avoids a 
very small radius of curvature, can consistently be used for comparisons as a reference 
configuration. This configuration is called the semicircle version. Since this problem was 
defined to be symmetrical, the quarter circle problem can be defined as one where the 
cable tension at cable length z/7_ is perpendicular to the semicircle’s line of symmetry’. 
The proposed standard cable configuration for various external forces are described in 
detail. 
With the use of the standard test problems we use the criteria of modelling appropri- 
ateness, solution accuracy and computational efficiency. 
2. SEGMENTED CABLE MODELS 
The two-dimensional X-Z and X- Y models used here were derived by Dreyer and Murray, 
[13]. While the discussion is focused on the X-Z plane, the test problems use both the X- 
Z and the X-Y planes. The spherical coordinates (P, 6, 8) in Fig. I define a three-dimen- 
sional vector of magnitude P and orientations + and 8 as indicated. A vector in the X-Z 
plane is denoted by (P. 0) with 0 measured from the Z axis while for the vector (P. b) in 
the X-Y plane 6 is measured from the X axis. It will be clear in the context when spherical 
or Cartesian coordinates are used. 
A cable of length L in the X-Z plane with its left endpoint fixed at (0. 0) is divided into 
n segments. The right endpoint could be fixed or free. Let /zi be the length of the ith 
segment which has orientation 8,. The left endpoint (_y,- I, r,- -. ,) and right endpoint are 
related by 
_‘5, = .T;-, + 11; sinf3; 
(I) 
:; = c,-, + /I, case;. 
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Fig. I. A vector (P, Q. 8) in the spherical coordinates. 
The addition of these variables yields 
.T,, = i I!; sine; 
i= I (2) 
z,, = C hi COS0j. 
i= 1 
Lumped mc;ss model 
For this model, in the X-Z plane the segments are considered to be massless strings 
transmitting segment tensions Tf, i = I . H, with other forces concentrated at the nodes 
as the forces (A;“. C;“), i = 0 . . . n, as shown in Fig. 2. According to this model, the 
cable problem calls for the determination of the segment force vector (7-S, 0;), i = 1 . . 
II, the external forces (T:, tto) and (T:, , , 0 ,,+ ,) at the zeroth and nth nodes, respectively, 
and the node positions (s;, zi), i = 1 . II. 
The force balance equations of the ith node, i = 0 , . . n, 
T??, sin0;,, - TS sine; + A;” = 0 
(3) 
Tf+ , case;, , - z-s case; + cy = 0 
yields the orientation 
tanOi+r = (T? Sillf3; - A;V)/(TS COS0; - C,“). (4) 
A difficulty with this expression is that when (A?, C;“) depends on 0;+ I, making (4) an 
implicit function, the determination of B;_, becomes computationally cumbersome. The 
tension is obtained by Snyman and Vermeulen [6] as 
TF_, = (TS case, - c;“)/c0se’ t-1 (5) 
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Fig. 2. Forces on the (i - I)st and ith nodes for the lumped mass model. 
or according to Wang [IO] as 
T:+, = ((TS sinei - A?)’ + (TS COSCI; - C;v)2)“2. (6) 
Equations (I), (4), and (5) or (6) are four first order recurrence relations which require 
four boundary conditions. 
For this cable problem the fixing of the ;eroth node at (0, 0) constitutes two initial 
conditions. The other two conditions at the right endpoint can be prescribed values fat 
any two of the variables .Y,!. z,,, T:+ I or 8,, _, . If the position of the right endpoint is 
prescribed as (,vE, eE , ) then (2) yields the boundary conditions 
i hi sine; = .TE 
i=l 
(7a) 
i hi cOSOi = ZE. 
i= I 
(7%) 
In other situations, for example a surface buoy attached to a mooring line, the terminal 
force vector (TE, 0,) could be prescribed. For our test problems in the X-Z plane the 
boundary conditions for the semicircle version are (,rE , zt-) = (2, 0) and for the quarter 
circle they are ,rE = 1 and eE = 7/2. 
The recursive formulation of the lumped mass model consists of estimating values for 
(T;, b), using the recurrence relations (I), (4). and (5) or (6) to determine whether the 
boundary conditions at the right endpoint are satisfied and then adjusting (Fi, 8,,) until 
the boundary conditions are satisfied. 
This situation can also be cast as the minimization of the violation of the terminal 
boundary conditions [6]. Specifically, applying the recursive lumped mass model to the 
semicircle problem, we minimize 
and for the quarter circle version we minimize 
J,(T;, e,,) 2 (.v,, - I)’ + (e,,_ , - d3)2. (9) 
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The sensitivities. for example ri.r,!~7;, are most easily obtained from finite difference 
approximations. 
An alternative approach to the recursive lumped mass model. as described in [13]. is 
the elimination of the tensions from (3) to obtain 
where 
E:” = (_?C!’ 
I - ,_, f ?‘+I~, tote;_ ,)l(cott3; - cot8i- I). i = I . . . II + I. (11) 
The II - :! equations (IO) together with two boundary conditions constitute the n pre- 
elimination equations in the II orientation variables 8;, i = I . . n. The segment tensions 
are obtained from 
TF sine; = Eyl2, i = 1 . . , n. (12) 
The initial and terminal force vectors (2$. 0,) and ( Tz,, , e,, _ ,) are then obtained from 
(3) with i = 0 and i = n. 
Rod model 
Let the cable be represented by tz straight rods connected by hinges at their endpoints. 
The forces at the left and right endpoints of the ith rod are denoted by (T:Y,, pi- ,> and 
(TN, pi) respectively. It is assumed that the resultant distributed force (A:, CR) acts 
through the center of the rod as shown in Fig. 3. A point load at the ith node, i = I . . . 
II - I. is denoted by (il;, C;). It is assumed that there are no external loads at the zeroth 
and nth nodes, hence (A(), Co) = (A,,, C,,) = (0, 0). For the rod model the external forces 
at the zeroth and nth nodes are (G;“, 13,)) and (T;?, p,!) respectively. 
The equilibrium of the rods and nodes lead to 
Tf” sinPi - Tl!i sinl3-i + A? + Ai_, = 0 (13) 
T;” co@; - TjY, cosp,_ , + ci” + c;_ , = 0 
fori = 1.. . 11. When the quantities 
$19; = (AK COs0i - CT sinei) sinpJ(2 sin(0i - pi)), i = 1 . . . II (14) 
E;’ = (-(CR + C:_, + ZC;_,) 
+ (A? + Ai’-1 + 2Ai-1) COttl- ,)l(COt0i - COt0;_ I), i = 2 . . a n (13 
and the ith rod’s moment balance equation are used as in reference [13], Eqs. (13) lead 
to the expressions 
N’~ = (E;’ - A;‘)/2 (164 
\t’;_, = (15;’ + A;’ + ?A;-,)/? (16b) 
fori = 2.. . 11. When they are equated for the same subscript, the pre-elimination rod 
model equations 
E” - A? = Ef_1 + A:‘+ 1 + 2Ai, i = 2 . . . II - 1 (17) 
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Fig. 3. Forces on the ith rod and the ith node for the rod model. 
are obtained. These equations with two boundary conditions such as (7) constitute a 
system of n equations in the n unknowns 0;, i = 1 . . II. Equation (17) has the alternative, 
albeit computationally more expensive, form 
(-(CT + Ci”_r + 2Cj_1) sin0;_, + (AR + A?-, + LA- ,) cosf3;_,) sin(C); - e,,,) 
= (-(GC:, + CR + Xi) sinO;+, + (AFL, + A? + 2A;) coskli-,) sin(f3_, - 0;). 
The alternative equation of the lumped mass pre-elimination model (10) is documented 
in [14]. These alternative expressions avoid the numerical difficulties of the cotangents 
of small angles and the small denominator for small orientation difference between ad- 
jacent segments. 
Having solved for the orientation unknowns, the \i’i are found from (16), the pi, i = 1 
. . . tz, from (14), and the tensions are given by 
T:V = bLli/Sinj3j, i = 1 . . t7. (18) 
The terminal force vector (YI, p,,) is thus known and (ir;:‘, PO) is found from (13) with 
i = 0. 
When the position of the cable’s right endpoint is not specified. Eqs. (7) are no longer 
the appropriate boundary conditions. For the rod model formulation of the semicircle 
versions of the test problems Eqs. (7) are, as for the lumped mass model, the appropriate 
boundary conditions. For the quarter circle version only (7a) applies and the condition, 
PE = ~12, on the direction of the terminal force vector, has to be utilized in a condition 
dependent on the orientation variables only. The appropriate equation follows from (14). 
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(16a). and (18) with i = n and P,, = BE and becomes 
(E: - A:)sin(8, - DE) = (A: cos8, - Cf sine,,) sinpE. (19) 
which is an equation in orientation variables only, as required. 
The efficient numerical solution of the pre-elimination Eqs. (IO) or (17) with the ap- 
propriate boundary conditions was described by Dreyer and Murray [II]. Their discrete 
Gauss-Newton method. utilizing the sparsity of the Jacobian of the nonlinear equations. 
requires a computational effort linear in the number of segments. 
The principal advantage of the lumped mass model is the straightforward equations for 
computations. However, this advantage disappears when the orientation recurrence (4) 
is an implicit expression in Bi_ , . The advantages of the rod model are, firstly, that dis- 
tributed forces are modelled in a natural way and. secondly, that only the orientation 
variables are used during the iterative solution of the pre-elimination equations. Conse- 
quently, the estimation of initial values are simpler and, since fewer variables are used 
during the iterative solution, the computational effort is reduced. 
The conditions for the equivalence of the lumped mass and the rod models as derived 
by Dreyer and Murray [I?] enable us to consider problems for which both models give 
identical results. For these problems the computational times can then be compared. We 
can also investigate simplifications of the models as they influence modelling represen- 
tativeness which is concerned with how well the model reproduces the physical situation. 
Hence it is possible to concentrate separately on the representativeness of the model and 
on_ the ease of the numerical solution. 
3. TEST PROBLEMS 
The proposed standard cable configuration for test problems requires the two fixed 
points at (0, 0) and (2, 0) of the semicircle version in the X-Z plane to be symmetrical 
with respect to the external force. In this configuration, the cable of length 7 would 
undergo a substantial change in slope without a very small radius of curvature anywhere. 
Since the external force is symmetrical with respect to the line .r = I, the tension vector 
at one half the cable length has to be parallel to the X axis. Accordingly, the quarter circle 
version has a cable of length ~/3 with boundary conditions _Y,, = I and O,,+ I = z/2 for 
the lumped mass model and p,, = ;r/2 for the rod model. Comparable discretizations for 
the semicircle and quarter circle versions are maintained by denoting with II the number 
of segments for the quarter circle configuration. For a given II the segment length for both 
versions is therefore r/(2~). 
Thus far the emphasis has been on the standardization of the geometry. Length has 
been nondimensionalized, and in the sequel nondimensional forces are also used. Two 
test problems are now introduced and defined in the standardized form. The catenary 
with its analytical solution is useful to validate the numerical solution procedure. Since 
the external force. gravity, experienced by any segment, is independent of the orientation 
of that segment, the computation of the force is extremely simple. The other standardized 
test problem, the mooring line. represents the other extreme of complication in the expres- 
sion of the force. 
The semicircle version of the catenary is sketched in Fig. 4a. To normalize forces, the 
cable is taken to have unit weight per unit length. Since the semicircle problem is sym- 
metrical, it is more economical to solve the quarter circle version sketched in Fig. 4b. 
Fig. da. Semicircle version of the catenary 
Fig. 4b. Quarter circle version of the catenary 
For the quarter circle the catenary’s lumped mass model is 
i = I . . II - 1 
i = 0 and II 
and the rod model is 
(AK, CP) = (0, - L/n), i = I . . ,I. 
(20) 
(21) 
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According to the theorem on the equivalence of the lumped mass and rod models [I?]. 
the models (20) and (21) are equivalent. Since they produce identical orientations, as well 
as initial and terminal force vectors. this test problem is useful to compare the compu- 
tational effort associated with the tvvo models. 
The moorirlg line 
The mooring line is most realistically cast in the X-Y plane with the current flowing in 
the positive X direction. For the semicircle version. sketched in Fig. 5a. the boundary 
conditions used for the counterparts of (7) are _rE = 0 and yE = 2. The quarter circle 
version in Fig. 5b uses yE = 1 for one boundary condition. The other condition is 
&,,_ , = ~12 and (Y,, = .~;i? for the lumped mass and rod models respectively. The symmetry 
of the external force with respect to the line )’ = 1 is preserved by assuming neutral cable 
buoyancy. 
Whereas the utility of the semicircle version of the mooring line is derived from the 
valuable modelling controls it provides, the quarter circle version closely resembles a 
realistic mooring line. In fact. it corresponds to a mooring line with the ratio of cable 
length to vertical displacement equal to r/2. The only difference between our test problem 
and an actual problem is that the terminal force vector, owing to the buoyancy and current 
force at the right endpoint, will not be quite perpendicular to the surface. On these grounds 
the tangent to an actual mooring line undergoes less change in direction than for the quarter 
circle test problem, so that the accuracies determined for the test problems will provide 
a margin of safety when applied to specific moored buoys. 
According to standard hydrodynamic usage [IO, 151 the force (XS, Y)) experienced 
by a cable segment in the X-Y plane with length /zi and orientation 6; is 
XS = h;R(sin’$, j sin+; 1 + kcos2$, 1 cosbi 1 ) (22) 
Y;’ = h;RSitl4jCOS4i( - 1 Sill4i j + k 1 COS4; 1 ) 
where R is the hydrodynamic resistance per unit length for perpendicular flow and li = 
Kn-l/Cn,v relates the tangential to the normal drag coefficients. The force components 
are normalized by using R = I. This leaves k as the only problem dependent quantity. 
The use of I; = 0.05 in our test problem is motivated by Berteaux [3, pp. lOI-1021. Other 
authors, such as Wingham [16], have taken k to be zero. 
For the rod model the force on the ith rod is exactly that of (23) so the rod model 
becomes 
(AR B”) = (X? y”) 
I. t ,r I > i= l...n. (23) 
One method of obtaining nodal forces for the lumped mass model is to average the dis- 
tributed forces on adjacent segments. This model 
(A?, B;?) = ((XT_, + xfji2 ( Y?_ , + Y;y/‘) , i = 1 . . . t7 - I 
(A$‘, B;?) = (X-;/Z, Y:‘/2), (A;, B;) = (X:,2‘, Y:/2) 
(24a) 
(24b) 
as used by Wang [lo], is equivalent to the rod model (23) when the theorem on the 
equivalence of the models [I21 is applied. In fact, Wang used (24a) for i = 1 . . n - 1, 
but different expressions at the endpoints. 
Since the nodal force (A ;“. B;“) depends on the orientations of both adjacent segments, 
the X-Y plane counterpart of (4) for the determination of the orientation is an implicit 
function in 4;-, , thus destroying the simple recurrence relation. To overcome this problem 
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Fig. ja. Semicircle version of the mooring line. 
%_I= CD, X 
Fig. 5b. Quarter circle version of the mooring line. 
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Wang [IO] also considered the alternative lumped mass model 
Although this model restores the explicit nature of the orientation recurrence relation, a 
certain amount of bias is introduced by this form of the lumped mass model. By means 
of our computational tests we attempt to determine the estent of this bias. 
The importance of the standard test problems is based on the possibility of relating 
specific cable problems to these standard ones. The maximum anticipated rate of change 
for a particular problem can be related to that of the appropriate standard problem. By 
scaling up the segment length of the test problem, with the same relative accuracy as that 
required from the specific problem, an appropriate segment length for the latter problem 
is obtained. 
It should be emphasized that the nonstandard cable problems need not even have shapes 
comparable to those of the standardized cable problems. Our claim that the accuracy of 
test problems can predict the accuracy of other problems is based on only the supposition 
that accuracy is determined primarily by the ratio of segment length to radius of curvature. 
4. CRITERIA FOR COMPARISON AND ERROR MEASURES 
The rod model and different versions of the lumped mass model are compared with 
respect to the criteria of modelling representatives, solution accuracy, and computational 
efficiency. The comparisons emphasize the distinction between the model itself. that is, 
the selection of specific expressions (AR, Cl’) or (A?, C;“). and the solution of the mod- 
elling equations. 
Modelling representativeness is concerned with how well a model reproduces reality 
for a fixed number of segments. A powerful way of doing so is to determine whether a 
model preserves the symmetry of the semicircle version and whether the quarter circle 
is consistent with the semicircle version. These modelling controls are, of course, valid 
for any number of segments. The explicit lumped mass model of the mooring line (25) is 
compared to the implicit lumped mass model (24) which is equivalent to the rod model 
(23). 
Solution accuracy is a measure of how the solution of the discretized problem ap- 
proaches a limit as the number of segments becomes larger. Accordingly, the catenary 
and the mooring line problems are solved for different values of )I. 
Computational efficiency is the computational effort per iteration for models that give 
identical results. For this criterion, the time per iteration for the lumped mass and rod 
models for both the catenary and the mooring line are compared. 
The error measures as used by Wang [IO] were the position and tension deviations of 
the discrete model solutions from the continuous model solutions. Other error measures, 
such as maximum deviations along the entire cable length, are possible, but, since nodes 
fall at different positions when the number of segments are different, these measures are 
difficult to compare and therefore impractical. 
For the two-dimensional cable problems, the four discretized variables are the two 
position coordinates, the tension, and its direction. Since two of these variables are fixed 
at each endpoint, there are two free variables at each endpoint. The solutions of these 
four free variables are compared for different values of the number of segments. 
The symmetry of the test problems is also invoked to investigate modelling represen- 
tativeness when using the explicit lumped mass model (25). 
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5. COblPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
Two computer programs. one for the pre-elimination rod model and one for the re- 
cursive lumped mass model. Lvere u.ritten in BASIC on an HP% desktop computer with 
32k bytes of memory. The initial values for the orientations in the pre-elimination rod 
model were obtained from the approximate slopes of a parabola \cith the same length as 
the cable and passing through the same endpoints. The recursive lumped mass model 
used the same initial slope as the parabola and had to rely on a physically motivated 
estimate for the initial tension. 
For the semicircle version of the catenary, it was verified computationally that the rod 
model (21) and the lumped mass model (20) produced symmetrical and identical cable 
configurations. It was also verified that the quarter circle solutions for both models co- 
incided with one half of the semicircle problem. Accordingly. Table I only contains the 
results for the quarter circle problem. The initial tension and direction, the terminal tension 
and terminal z coordinate, as well as times per iteration for the rod and the lumped mass 
models, are listed for different values of 12. The values of these quantities for the continuous 
problem can be obtained analytically [I41 from the values of the cable length and the 
position of the right endpoint. The estimated limits in Table I are obtained by assuming 
that the difference between the computed solution and the limiting value is proportional 
to a power of lirl and then performing an extrapolation technique on the last five entries. 
The equivalence of the rod model (23) and lumped mass model (24) for the mooring 
line was computationally verified, as well as the relationship between the semicircle and 
quarter circle versions. The computations are summarized in Table Z which shows the 
solution of the quarter circle problem with estimated limiting values. For the lumped mass 
model (24) we used the counterpart of (14) in the X-Y plane which is an implicit recurrence 
relation for the orientation variable. This expression itself was used as a contraction 
mapping for the iterative solution of the orientation variable. It was found that a very 
strict convergence tolerance has to be imposed on the orientation iterations, otherwise 
the determination of the sensitivities of the terminal values with respect to the initial 
values became so inaccurate that the iteration on the initial values diverged. 
Table 1 sh0u.s that the pre-elimination rod model is marginally slower than the recursive 
lumped mass model in the case of the catenary for which the orientation recurrence relation 
is an explicit expression. On the other hand, Table 2 shows that, for the mooring line, 
the pre-elimination rod model vastly outperforms the recursive lumped mass model when 
accurate orientations from an implicit expression are required. 
Table I, Solutions for quarter circle version of the normalized catenary 
Number of 
Segments 
n 
5 
IO 
70 
30 
10 
50 
Initial Force Vector 
T,: = T; PO = 00 
I .67167-t 2.787528 
I .671937 2.787103 
I .675003 2.786997 
I .675016 2.786977 
I .675020 2.786970 
I .6750X 2.786967 
Terminal 
Force 
T;y = 
C-1 
Average Time per Iteration in 
Seconds 
Endpoint Pre-elimination 
z,, Rod hlodel 
Recursive 
Lumped hlass 
Model 
0.580632 - I. 10101 8.74 IO.40 
0.581388 - I .0925 16.71 17.05 
0.58 1580 - i .09385 36.38 31.99 
0.581615 - I .09359 55.90 17.10 
0.58 16% - I .09350 75.49 62.34 
0.581633 - I .09336 93.61 76.89 
Estimated Limit I .6750X9 2.786961 I 0.58 16333 - I .093385 
Analytical Solution I .6750X 2.7869611 0.5816335 - I .093382 
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Table 2. Solutions for quarter circle verston of the normalized mooring line obtained from the pre-elimtnation 
rod model and the recursive lumped mass model with implicit orientattons 
Number of 
Segments 
n 
Initial Force Vector 
T,” = T;: UIJ = 60 
Terminal 
Force 
T; = 
TX_ I, I 
Average Time per Iteration in 
Seconds 
Recursive 
Pre-elimtnatton Endpoint Lumped Mass 
x n Rod Model Model 
15 0.6’0422 19272 0.35368 821 0.577457 61 I3 I .0990-t 590 II.06 21.28 43.36 67 59
20 0.61901-t 0.35934 0.575807 I .09507 45.5-I 118.81 
30 0.618967 0.35955 0.57475 I I .0949 I 70.38 169.5-t 
40 0.618951 0.35963 0.575732 I .09485 94.27 215.12 
50 0.618943 0.35966 0.575723 I .09483 119.33 762.88 
Estimated Limit 0.618930 0.35973 0.575JO7 I .09478 
The question arises as to what extent modelling representativeness would be compro- 
mised when instead of (24) the lumped mass model (25). yielding explicit orientation 
expressions, is used. With this lumped mass model the entries in Table 3 are the results 
obtained for the same variables as in Table 2. It is observed that, although the time per 
iteration has been reduced substantially, the solutions, especially the tensions. have be- 
come rather inaccurate. 
The semicircle version is used for a further demonstration of how the explicit lumped 
mass model (25) degrades the final solution. On the basis of symmetry. the initial and 
terminal tensions in Table 4. for any n. should be the same while the values ofthe directions 
$0 and &- , should add up to IT. Again invoking the symmetry of the physical problem, 
Y,~ should equal 1. Because an even number of segments was used for the semicircle 
problem, the midpoint of the cable falls at a node and not within a segment, therefore no 
segment tension represents the tension at one half the cable length. The force vector at 
this point, denoted by (T:, ,,?, $I,!- 1,2). is obtained by considering the force balance of 
this force vector, the force (FZ. +,,) in the 12th segment and one half of the nodal force 
(A::, Bf). The angle b,,- iI should equal ,;r/2. The deviations from these modelling con- 
trols, derived from the symmetry of the physical problem, are tabulated in Table 5 and 
are a measure of the distortion produced by using (25) rather than (24). It should be noted 
that these controls were automatically satisfied for the semicircle versions of the catenary 
and the mooring line models (23) and (24). 
Another way of illustrating the bias introduced by (25) is by comparing graphically the 
segment tensions for the semicircle problem when using the lumped mass models (25) and 
(24). Fig. 6 shows these tensions as well as the initial and terminal tensions for the accurate 
model (24) with half the number of segments 17 = 50 and the approximate model with 17 
= IO, 20, 30, 40, 50. 
Table 3. Solutions for quarter circle version of the normalized mooring line obtained from the recursive 
lumped mass model when using approximate orientations 
Number of 
Segments 
n 
Initial Force Vector 
r,r b0 
Terminal Force 
T;r+, 
Endpoint 
.r ,I 
Average Time per 
Iteration in 
Seconds 
1: 0.4801 5437 0.35092 526 0.51 469 I I 1.10667 I 09732 20.4 12.  
20 0.5805 0.35769 0.563 I I .09542 37.4 
30 0.5932 0.35844 0.5678 I.09510 53.2 
40 0.5996 0.35879 0.5700 I .09499 72.4 
50 0.6035 0.35899 0.5711 I .09493 a9.7 
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Table -1. Solutions for the semicircle version of the normalized mooring llns obtained from the recurhive 
lumped mass model \bhen using approximate orientations 
One-Half 
Number of 
Segments 
I, 
Initial Force 
Vector 
7; & 
Force Vector at Coordinate> of 
Terminal Force the !.lidpoint of the .Ilidpolnt of One-Half 
Vector the Cable the Cable Time per 
Iteration in 
TS _ _,I I JI,, - I T,:-,, b,,+,: .r,, ?‘#, Seconds 
6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The catenary results of Table I are summarized in Table 6 where the difference of the 
analytical and computed results are expressed as a percentage relative accuracy (with 
respect to the analytical solution). while the difference between the analytical and com- 
puted initial direction is left in radians. Table 7 contains the analogous quantities for the 
unbiased mooring line obtained from Table 2. For this case. the estimated limiting values 
from Table 2 are used for the determination of the accuracies. 
With respect to modelling representativeness, it is clear from Table 5 that the explicit 
but biased lumped mass model gives rather poor results. In fact, for the mooring line 
tensions Table 7 shows that the accuracy of the explicit model with n = 50 is worse than 
that of the implicit model with 11 = 5’. The accuracy of the initial angle and terminal 
position for the explicit model is comparable to those of the implicit model with only half 
the number of segments. 
Concerning the solution accuracy, the surprisingly good results achieved for the initial 
force vector of the catenary can be attributed to the nodal forces (20) and rod forces (21) 
being independent of the segment orientations. In practice this means that the gravitational 
force is better modelled than other forces in the same problem such as for a heavy or a 
buoyant mooring line in a current. 
From Tables l-4 it is evident that, as far as time per iteration is concerned, the explicit 
recursive lumped mass model marginally outperforms the pre-elimination rod model. 
Table 2 shows, however. that the pre-elimination model is vastly superior to the recursive 
lumped mass model when the orientations are defined implicitly. 
In the computation of the limiting solutions in Tables 1 and 3 the rate of convergence. 
that is, the appropriate power of (l/12), was also estimated. Since this power is in all cases 
Table 5. Deviations from svmmetry relations for the semicircle version of the mooring line I\ hen using 
approximate orientations in the recursive lumped mass model 
Terminal Tension Asymmetry in Deviation of 
Number of Minus Initial Terminal and Initial Deviation of Slope Midpoint From 
Segments Tension 
N T,_, - F5 
Angles of Midpoint Line of Symmetry 
I, b2,f + I + cbo - Ti 6 ,I + - dl 1.2 ?’ - I 0 
Ii, 0.7303  I I48 0.0151 O.OOS8 -0.0178 95 0.0139 070
20 0.0574 0.0047 -0.01 I-l 0.0035 
30 0.0382 0.0033 - 0.0078 0.0023 
40 0.0387 0.0024 - 0.0059 0.0017 
50 0.0379 0.0020 - 0.0047 0.0014 
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Fig. 6. Segment tensions for rod model with n = 50 and biased lumped mass model for n = IO, 20. 30, 40, 50 
for the semicircle version of the mooring line. 
very close to 2.0. it can be concluded that the rod model and its equivalent lumped mass 
model enjoy quadratic convergence with increasing n. This convergence rate refers to the 
convergence of model solutions towards a limiting value and should be distinguished from 
the convergence of approximate numerical solutions to the model solution for constant 
II. From Fig. 6, Table 5, and the lower half of Table 7 it is observed that the explicit but 
biased lumped mass model is only linearly convergent. 
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Table 6. Accuracies of solutions for quarter circle bersion of normalized catcnar) as from Table I 
Initial Tension Terminal Tension Endpoint 
Percentage Relative Percentage Relative Percentage Relati\c 
Yiumber of Accuracy 
100 (.\nal. soln. - T,>I 
Imtial Direction Accurac) Accuracy 
Segments .iccuracy I00 (Anal. soln. - T”) !, 
100 (Anal. 5oln. - ;,.) 
n Anal. soln. p,, - Anal. soln. Anal. soln. Anal. soln. 
lr; 0.01098 O.OOilX 0.000567 113 0. 0139 I7  0.7004  I7 8
70 0.00134 0.000036 0.0109 0.0428 
30 0.000’7 0.000016 0.0049 0.0190 
40 0.00033 0.000009 0.0027 0.0108 
i0 0.0001 I 0.000006 O.OOlY 0.007 I 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
From the poor results obtained with the explicit lumped mass model (75) one concludes 
that such biased models should be avoided. Furthermore, the stringent convergence tol- 
erance for the iterative solution of the implicit orientation expressions makes an implicit 
lumped mass formulation computationally rather demanding. Hence, the pre-elimination 
formulation is the better alternative. 
The nodal tensions for the rod model of the quarter circle mooring line with IZ = 50. 
shown by the dots in Fig. 7, can be regarded as the limiting solutions. Although equivalent 
lumped mass and rod models yield the same initial and terminal tensions as indicated in 
Table 2, the question arises of how well the segment tensions of the lumped mass model 
can provide pointwise estimates of the limiting cable tension. A segment tension could. 
for example, estimate the cable tension at the midpoint of the segment or the average 
tensions of adjacent segments could estimate the tension at the node. Figure 7 demon- 
strates that both these possibilities yield very poor estimates for the tensions, especially 
Table 7. Accuracies of unbiased solutions for quarter circle version of normalized moorinp line as from Table 
2 and of the biased solutions from Table 3 
Number of 
Segments 
n 
UNBIASED SOLUTIONS 
Initial Tension Terminal Tension 
Percentage Relative Percentage Relative 
Accuracy 
100 CT2 - Limit) 
Limit 
Id 
20 
30 
40 
50 
0.241 I 0.00605 0.3040 0.3891 
0.0553 0.001X 0.0705 0.1023 
0.0136 0.00039 0.0174 0.0265 
0.0060 0.00018 0.0076 0.01 I9 
0.0034 0.00010 0.0043 0.006-l 
0.002 I 0.00007 0.0028 0.0046 
Initial Direction 
Accuracy 
Limit - c(,) 
Accuracy 
100 t7? - Limit) 
Limit 
Endpoint 
Percentage Relative 
.4ccuracy 
100 tx,, - Limit) 
Limit 
BIASED SOLtiTlONS 
100 (Limit - To’) 100 (Limit - T,)_t) 100 tx,, - Limit) 
n Limit Limit - 6,) Limit Limit 
1; 22.43 1 1_5 0.0088 447 I I 3.00 I 22 0.232 I 086
70 6.21 0.00104 2.19 0.058 
30 4.16 0.00119 1.37 0.029 
40 3.11 0.0009-! 0.99 0.019 
50 2.49 0.00074 0.78 0.014 
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Fig. 7. Segment tensions T: (lines) for the lumped mass model with n = 5. IO and tensions in the nodes 7: for 
the rod model trith II = 5 (triangles). n = Ill (crosses). and II = SO (dots) for the quarter circle version of the 
moorins line. 
close to the right endpoint. On the other hand. the corresponding nodal tensions obtained 
from the rod model (as shown by the triangles and the crosses in Fig. 7) provide very 
accurate values of the tensions. Accordingly, the rod model. which provides accurate 
estimates of the limiting tensions, is preferable to the lumped mass model. 
The accuracies obtained with the test problems show that five segments for a quarter 
circle direction change is sufficient to obtain better than one percent accuracy. It is unlikely 
- 4- 
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that design considerations would ever require a greater accuracy than that achieved v+.ith 
ten segments as evidenced by the rod model with n = 10 in Fig. 7. 
Substantial evidence has been accumulated to indicate preference for the pre-elimi- 
nation rod model. The pre-elimination approach vv’as hown in Table 2 to vastly outperform 
the recursive lumped mass model for the moorin, 0 line. The rod model was shown in Fig. 
7 to give much more accurate pointwise estimates of limiting tensions. In addition. the 
rod model can handle distributed forces more realistically than the lumped mass model. 
Another advantage. not considered in this paper, is the straightforward way in \chich 
bending moments can be incorporated in the rod model. One concludes. thus. that from 
both modelling and computational viewpoints. the pre-elimination rod model is superior. 
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